PART 2

You will hear a man who has just flown in from abroad being interviewed about the airport’s facilities. For questions 9 – 18, complete the sentences with a word or short phrase.

AIRPORT SURVEY

The man says that (9) ................................................ was the reason for his trip abroad.

The type of ticket the man had was (10) .................................................

The man uses the word (11) ................................................ to describe his flight.

The man says he flies once a (12) ................................................ on average.

The only queue that the man had to wait in was at (13) .................................................

The man thinks a (14) ................................................ is the best place for travellers to eat in at an airport.

The man has bought (15) ................................................ at the airport for his wife.

The man has noticed that one (16) ................................................ is out of order.

The man would like to see more (17) ................................................ at the airport.

The man will travel by (18) ................................................ from the airport to his home.

PART 3

You will hear five different people talking about things they miss. For questions 19 – 23, choose from the list A – H the thing each person misses. Use the letters only once. There are three extra letters which you do not need to use.

| A | a pet animal |
| B | a good climate |
| C | a close friend |
| D | the opportunity to travel |
| E | a sense of space |
| F | a life of luxury |
| G | a particular food |
| H | being a student |

Speaker 1  19
Speaker 2  20
Speaker 3  21
Speaker 4  22
Speaker 5  23